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Golden Tag Resources is on track to develop one of
Mexico's biggest silver resources

1 Year Share Price Graph

Owns one of Mexico's largest undeveloped silver assets
Billionaire investor Eric Sprott has a 19% equity stake in the company
New management team and board of directors

What Golden Tag Resources does:
Golden Tag Resources Ltd (CVE:GOG) (OTCMKTS:GTAGF) is a mineral
resource exploration company that holds a 100% interest in the San Diego
Project, consisting of four mining concessions encompassing 91.65 hectares,
in Mexico's Velardeña Mining District.

Share Information
GOG
TSX-V
Gold & silver

Code:
Listing:
Sector:

The Velardeña District hosts several mines that have been producing silver,
zinc, lead and gold for the past 100 years.

Website:

The Toronto-based company considers San Diego to be one of Mexico's
largest undeveloped silver assets, with an estimated Indicated resource of 31.6
million silver ounces at an average grade of 60 grams per tonne (g/t) and 438
million pounds of zinc, along with an Inferred silver resource of 83.8 million
ounces at 62 g/t and 1.2 billion pounds of zinc. The resource estimate,
completed in 2013, is based on 59 holes totalling 33,000 metres drilled since
2005.
Golden Tag is focused on four key exploration zones at the San Diego Project:
1849 Target Areas; Fernandez Zone Above 1200 Level; the Arroyo Zone; and
the Trovador Zone.

www.goldentag.ca

Company Synopsis:
Golden Tag Resources Ltd. is a Toronto
based
mineral
resource
exploration
company. The Company holds a 100%
interest, subject to a 2% NSR, in the San
Diego Project, in Durango, Mexico. The San
Diego property is among the largest
undeveloped silver assets in Mexico and is
located within the prolific Velardeña Mining
District.
action@proactiveinvestors.com

The company has noted that it has several exploration targets ready to be
tested that could potentially expand the deposit materially in several key areas,
adding that it is fully permitted to resume exploration drilling.
Golden Tag believes the San Diego Project has an additional exploration potential of 70 million to 265 million silver
equivalent ounces, based on 20 million to 50 million tonnes grading between 100 and 150 g/t silver equivalent.
The San Diego project is easily accessible via highway and gravel roads, with power and mining infrastructure nearby.
Golden Tag Resources is led by CEO Greg McKenzie, a former senior investment banker with more than 20 years of
experience with firms such as Morgan Stanley and CIBC World Markets. McKenzie previously practised corporate law
with a leading Canadian securities and M&A law firm.
As a measure of the company's potential, nearly 19% of Golden Tag's shares are owned by billionaire resource investor
Eric Sprott.

How is it doing:
In November 2020, Golden Tag Resources initiated an exploration program on the San Diego Project, consisting of
approximately 4,500m of diamond drilling in 10 to 12 holes with a focus on expanding mineral resources in the
Fernandez, 1849, Arroyo and Trovador Zones.
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Initial results released in February 2021 from infill sampling on historical diamond drill holes included 175.30 metres of
88.54 g/t silver equivalent in hole SD-11-42 along with 298.02 metres of 101.96 g/t silver equivalent in hole SD-11-40,
which resulted in a 10% increase in the reported grade.
The company noted that four new mineralized zones were identified proximal to the Fernandez Zone, including two
shallower zones, and said that three new shallower zones of mineralization were identified above the Fernandez Zone.
Golden Tag said a comprehensive infill sampling program will be implemented on 2,500 to 3,000m of historical diamond
drill holes, with the goal of realizing further improvements in geological, mineralization, and grade continuity within the
broad mineralized envelope.
It noted that collectively this sampling program has the potential to significantly increase the mineralization envelopes
and provide further grade improvements.
On the financial side, Golden Tag closed an oversubscribed non-brokered private placement financing in August 2020,
in which the company issued 25 million units at a price of $0.28 per unit for total gross proceeds of C$7.0 million. Of
note, Eric Sprott subscribed for 42.8% of the offering. The company currently has approximately C$8.0 million in cash
and no debt.
In early November 2020, the company received approval to have its shares trade on the OTCQB Market in the US.

Inflection points:
Additional drill results from the San Diego Project
An updated resource estimate
Improved project economics from a rising silver price

What the boss says:
Commenting on the company's recently-released infill sampling results on the San Diego Project, Golden Tag
Resources CEO Greg McKenzie said in a statement: "We are pleased to see the current drill program is advancing with
strong productivity, despite challenges associated with COVID. Infill sampling and assays of previously unsampled
areas have generated insight, and allow us to significantly expand mineralized areas, improve continuity and has
demonstrated higher grades."
He added: "As our exploration program continues over the coming months, we look forward to unlocking further value
on the San Diego Project."
Contact Sean at sean@proactiveinvestors.com
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Proactive Investors facilitate the largest global investor network across 4 continents in 4 languages. With a team of analysts
journalists & professional investors Proactive produce independent coverage on 1000's of companies across every sector for private
investors,
private
client
brokers,
fund
managers
and
international
investor
communities.
Contact us
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No investment advice
The Company is a publisher. You understand and agree that no content published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security,
portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You understand that the Content on the Site is
provided for information purposes only, and none of the information contained on the Site constitutes an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell a
security. You understand that the Company receives either monetary or securities compensation for our services. We stand to benefit from any volume which
any Content on the Site may generate.
You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability,
value, suitability or profitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including Company-related
products, and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases
where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and
agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price
and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such
calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The Site does not, and is not intended to, provide investment, tax, accounting, legal or insurance advice, and is not and should not be construed as
providing any of the foregoing. You should consult an attorney or other relevant professional regarding your specific legal, tax, investment or other needs as
tailored to your specific situation.
In exchange for publishing services rendered by the Company on behalf of Golden Tag Resources Ltd. named herein, including the promotion by the
Company of Golden Tag Resources Ltd. in any Content on the Site, the Company receives from said issuer annual aggregate cash compensation in the
amount
up
to
Twenty
Five
Thousand
dollars
($25,000).
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